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Abstract - There is an urgent need to conceptualise the potential for legal regulation of informal labour markets. This article responds by centring on one facet of the informal economy, namely domestic work. Efforts to regulate domestic work have intensified in the wake of the International Labour Organization’s Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No 198). Yet this regulatory project has encountered particular complexities in devising frameworks to regulate the working hours of domestic workers. The article argues that domestic work is both crucial to the evolution of working time regulation and a fruitful site of experimentation on the ‘formalisation’ of unregulated and casualised markets. It investigates the legal construction of working time in domestic work, proposes a conceptual framework for regulation, and outlines a regulatory model (the ‘Framed Flexibility Model’) that is intended to be serviceable across a range of informal and profoundly casualised work-forms (e.g. ‘zero hours contracts’). The article concludes by explaining the relevance of this Model, including by suggesting a novel ‘reconstructive’ role for labour law.

1. Introduction

Among the pressures that shape the unsettled terrain of contemporary labour law scholarship is an urgent need to respond to the precarious and informal working relations that are expanding across the advanced industrialised world and have long been characteristic of the South. Labour law scholarship is striving to theorise the regulation of this segment of the global labour force. This article is a contribution to this dilemma. Its entry point is precise: the intersection of a genre of informal work (domestic work) and a regulatory sub-field (working time). Its purpose is more expansive: to build on labour law’s tenets, institutions and regulatory models to propose some tangible strategies for the ‘formalisation’ of informal and precarious work.

The article highlights the deep-rooted affinities of two regulatory sub-fields that are generally assumed to pursue distinct, if occasionally intersecting, trajectories: working time and non-standard work (NSW). Both have a heightened presence in
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recent labour law discourses. Working time has returned to legal policy agendas, most visibly at the transnational level. An October 2011 International Labour Organization (ILO) Meeting of Experts on Working Time called for renewed emphasis on the topic and further debate. The EU offers a halting review of the European-level standard, the Working Time Directive (WTD), and the enduring loyalty of the Court of Justice (CJEU) to conventional tenets of working time law. The World Bank continues to use its recently assumed labour law advisory role to caution against any substantial regulation of working hours.

Specific regulation of domestic work represents the latest phase in the evolution of regulatory responses to NSW. Regulatory regimes devoted to domestic work have been constructed in a small number of countries. Domestic work regulation is unusual, however, in being driven primarily from the international level. Centrally, the adoption of international standards in July 2011, the ILO Convention (No. 198) and Recommendation (No. 201) on Domestic Workers, proved to be a regulatory shock, spurring a bout of soul-searching on the scope of disparate legal regimes. These include the EU, in which the exclusion of domestic workers from the coverage of flagship norms, including the WTD, has triggered unease.

These twin legal policy themes have emerged as intimately related in the domestic work debates. Working time features as a thorny challenge for regulatory design. It surfaced in the ILO standard-setting process to elicit particular conceptual and strategic confusion, ultimately prompting the International Labour Office to express a need for ‘particular guidance’ on working time regulation.

The article is grounded in two central contenions about the regulation of domestic work. First, it argues that this evolving project is crucial to properly conceptualising the evolution and potential futures of working time regulation. From this insight, two
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conclusions are reached. The problem of how to regulate domestic workers’ hours, it is argued, should be addressed with reference to the conceptual advances found in the recent working time literature. At the same time, working time scholars across the range of engaged disciplines should recognise the significance of the domestic work project to the future of working time regulation. The core features of domestic work exemplify working time trends that are at the frontier of the challenge to standard work, including long hours, fragmented working time, loss of autonomy over work schedules and so on.

The analysis pursued herein, however, is of a more far-reaching import for labour law scholarship. The fragmentation, or even ‘death,’ of the field of labour law has been associated with a shift away from standard forms of work, and with ever-evolving demands for flexibility and freedom from regulation. Our project deals with a significant exemplar of NSW, namely domestic work. Further, we use the core norms, techniques, and modalities of traditional labour law, rather than devising ‘light touch’ rules that re-inscribe the informality of this form of labour. Our framework for the regulation of domestic work, proposed below, offers a tangible example of the way in which the discipline of labour law may evolve towards an authentically global conception of its subject.\(^\text{15}\) The second central claim of this article is that the reform of domestic work should be understood as providing guidance more generally for the ‘formalisation’ of segments of the global labour force that are (de jure or de facto) excluded from the reach of labour law regimes.\(^\text{16}\) If labour regulation is to be integrated into formalisation strategies, that is to say, it is essential to understand, track and absorb the advances of this most significant regulatory incursion into unregulated settings.

We argue that working time laws are fundamental to the governance of casualised work-forms (alongside the more obvious candidate, employment status regulation\(^\text{17}\)). This insight underpins the article, but emerges with particular force in our argument for the articulation of certain novel functions for working time regulation. In particular, it is suggested that working time norms should be fashioned to play a ‘binding’ role, fusing into coherent and protective working relationships the series of dispersed engagements characteristic of casualised work. It is also recognised that working time laws should respect and accommodate the existing temporalities of informal labour force engagement. Crucially, it must be recognised that informal work may be sustained by the need to combine waged work with the worker’s own unwaged domestic labour.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 examines the exclusion of domestic work from the formal scope of labour law frameworks. Section 3 proposes a conceptual framework for the legal regulation of working time in domestic work.


enunciating a set of principles to underpin regulatory frameworks. Section 4 outlines a regulatory framework - the Framed Flexibility Model – that translates these principles into concrete regulatory strategies. Section 5 concludes by identifying the innovations of this Model, and its relevance to the broader regulation of informal working relations, and by proposing a new ‘reconstructive’ role for labour law.

2 The Legal Construction of Working Time in Domestic Work

The social fact of domestic work – the performance of those tasks undertaken within the home that create and sustain the household - is age-old. For much of human history, households have harnessed the labour of others to perform or assist with those demands.18 This domestic working relation has been reflected in such archetypes as the ‘clever servant’, which has existed from Plautus to Jeeves and beyond, while the ‘upstairs/downstairs’ motif is undergoing a curious twenty-first century revival in film and television.19 By the end of the nineteenth century, domestic service was one of the single biggest categories of employment in countries like Britain.20 Despite the changes in social and technological features of family life in the twentieth century, predictions that this ‘archaic’ form of labour would become redundant have proved to be misplaced.21 Instead, in the twenty-first century, paid domestic work has undergone a resurgence in many developed countries and it remains a significant form of employment in less developed nations. In 2011, the ILO estimated that at least 52.6 million people worked in paid domestic work, 83% of them women. Indeed, domestic work is the main job of 7.5% of all women workers in the world.22 Among the complex reasons for this expansion is the increasing emphasis in government policy on the marketised, private provision of care for the aged, disabled, ill and children, much of it to be provided in the client’s own home rather than in large-scale public institutions.23

The current flourishing of academic scholarship on the contemporary ‘problem’ of domestic work has at least some of its roots in the 1980s.24 Feminist scholarship, including feminist legal scholarship, exposed the gender ordering of the
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domestic realm and the role of work within it.\textsuperscript{25} This analysis of the intra-household division of labour then expanded to consider the significance of paid work within the home.\textsuperscript{26} Critical commentary noted the centrality of gender\textsuperscript{27} race\textsuperscript{28} and class\textsuperscript{29} in structuring paid domestic labour and its peculiar vulnerabilities. It has also been noted that the forces underpinning globalisation tended to increase both supply of and demand for paid domestic labour\textsuperscript{30} and that existing modes of regulation of this flow of labour is clearly inadequate.\textsuperscript{31} Much of the literature on ‘global care chains’ highlights the significant proportion of migrant ‘othered’ women providing domestic service in households in the developed world, and the impact of the labour on family relationships in both the home and host countries.\textsuperscript{32}

This rich literature has thus done much to expose the complex dynamics and ideologies that shape domestic work, and to highlight the nature and legal character of the regulatory failures. There is a wealth of data about the general absence of decent working conditions for such workers,\textsuperscript{33} and their vulnerability to gross human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{34} In relation to the working time of domestic workers, the available evidence reveals central deficiencies in the temporal practices of domestic work.\textsuperscript{35} The research confirms the widespread presence of long, even completely open-ended, hours; insufficient rest periods; ‘unsociable,’ undesirable or unsafe hours; long spans of fragmented work; excessively short hours (and the related low income); unpredictable scheduling; limited influence over working time arrangements; low levels of awareness of legal and contractual entitlements; and inadequate documentation and verification of working hours.\textsuperscript{36}

Intersecting, complex variables shape these working time arrangements, cumulatively permitting labour processes to dictate working hours in ways that undermine recognised working time standards. As an illustration, where domestic support tasks are analogues of the traditional feminine roles of cooking, cleaning and caring, entrenched and gendered notions of work-value are likely to generate
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comparatively low rates of pay.\textsuperscript{37} Low hourly rates and lack of worker autonomy over working time combine to create pressure on domestic staff to work excessively long and/or unpredictable hours. A related feature of domestic work is that the boundaries between ‘work’ and ‘not-work’ may be porous or even non-existent, particularly for ‘live-in’ staff. Domestic work often gives rise to a requirement to remain available and prepared to work, whether as an unavoidable adjunct to the job or as an inessential, yet routine, requirement. Carers, most obviously, may be prevented from determining the use of their spare hours by the need to be prepared to attend to their charges, whether young, elderly or sick.

It is apparent that a central factor in domestic work’s escape from standard working time norms is its treatment by regulatory regimes. This treatment is, in turn, underpinned by an influential account of domestic work as a unique form of labour, inherently unsuited to regulation.\textsuperscript{38} The legal construction of domestic work has roots deep in the traditions that shape constellations of meaning around work and the home. Thus in the common law tradition, the foundational distinctions between master and servant recognised the distinct category of the domestic servant.\textsuperscript{39} The evolution of statutory labour law sharpened pre-existing distinctions between formal employment and ‘other’ workers. This model was transplanted to legal frameworks in low-income countries where it mapped to pre-existing working relations. In consequence, paid work performed in the home has been excluded from the scope of legal protection or, where formally protected, has been prone to distinct failures of compliance and enforcement.

Yet nor does the presence of formal norms and institutional frameworks that embrace domestic work guarantee decent conditions.\textsuperscript{40} The monitoring and enforcement of labour standards in the private home is even more fraught than in public workplaces, and traditional enforcement mechanisms are prone to failure. In settings, further, in which domestic labour is performed by immigrants unfamiliar with the language and legal culture of their workplaces, individual-complaint mechanisms are likely to be wholly ineffective in the absence of complementary supports (institution-building, education, state-sponsored financial supports etc.) Finally, the conceptualisation of domestic work as beyond the standard legislative field is often coupled with deficient trade union organisation. While alternative forms of social organisation are playing a promising role in some national\textsuperscript{41} and international\textsuperscript{42} settings, collective labour systems have yet effectively to be mobilised to attain decent working conditions for domestic workers.\textsuperscript{43}
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3. The Legal Regulation of Working Time in Domestic Work: a Conceptual Framework

In part, these outcomes are the product of a political struggle to conceptualise domestic work as apt for regulation, which is premised on an acceptance of the incursion of the regulatory mechanisms of the state or social partners into this dimension of working (and domestic) life. As the political will to intervene has been increasingly secured, however, it has exposed an urgent need for regulatory models suited to this genre of working relations. This observation holds for all facets of domestic work; yet working time is a particularly intractable element of this complex site of regulation, on which institutional knowledge is inevitably scant.

A central contention of this article is that the problem of how to regulate the temporal dimension of domestic work should be situated within the preoccupations and theoretical constructs of contemporary working time scholarship. This literature, it is argued, provides a frame through which properly to conceptualise the temporal practices of domestic work, and to discern the most effective modes of regulation. The article aims to signal to working time researchers the relevance, even centrality, of the domestic work debates for the broader regulation of working time in casualised labour markets. Further, it is contended that legal regimes on working time must creatively respond to the broader challenge of ushering domestic work within both the formal and de facto reach of labour law frameworks.

These insights, it is suggested in this Section, can elicit a conceptual framework for regulatory intervention. To this end, the following outlines a set of principles to underpin regulatory interventions in the temporalities of domestic work. These principles are complementary. Three embody broader regulatory objectives that have particular resonance for working time law (A-C); three map to the themes of the contemporary working time literature (D-F). The final two are directed at regulatory strategy (G-H). Purposely open-textured, this set of principles is proposed as the necessary foundation for regulatory regimes across a range of settings, both bargained and statutory.

A. Legal Recognition of the Value of Care Work

That domestic labour should be accorded greater value is an overarching insight applicable across modern labour law frameworks. Yet this principle has a special resonance for domestic work regulation, in which it can be taken to suggest, most fundamentally, a ‘formalisation’ of this form of labour. In its most basic sense, this formalisation implies that domestic work should be subject to regulation, rather than assigned to a realm beyond the reach of formal norms. The exclusionary model, that is to say, is precluded. The principle of legal recognition of the value of care work, however, also has ramifications for the form and content of regulatory instruments on domestic work. Less obvious among its demands is that domestic work should be recognised as comparable, in a range of dimensions, to other of the caring professions.

44 On the formalization of domestic work, see Chen (n 16 above), pp 178-182.
This insight underscores the indispensable contribution of domestic workers to the care economy. More tangibly, it can be brought to bear on the quest for regulatory models. Cognate occupations are regulated to address the dimensions of temporal flexibility encountered in domestic work: the need for emergency care and impossibility of uniform adherence to working hours schedules. The medical and nursing professions, in particular, are governed by regulatory frameworks that accommodate such temporal flexibilities. These can be mined for techniques to regulate household services, as they are below.

B. Universality

The principle of universality is grounded in an assumption that all workers are entitled to labour law’s protections. This principle is of extensive heritage, having implicitly shaped the evolution of labour law systems by fuelling the expansion of protective standards. This observation can be illustrated by considering the historical preoccupations of the international standard-setting process. As the constituency of ILO Member States expanded during the last century, the application of the international norms to countries at all levels of development was assumed.  This vision of the expansive scope of the international labour code was subsequently reinforced by the adoption of devoted standards for certain of the non-standard forms of work (part-time work; temporary agency work; homework; semi-dependent, disguised and triangular employment relationships, and domestic work).

In the contemporary debates, the principle of universality can readily be associated with the recently intensified grip of human rights discourses on labour law scholarship. This incursion has embraced the twin regulatory fields that are the subject of this article. The human rights tradition has been called on to evaluate the legal treatment of domestic work and has a particular hold on the discourses that generated and sustain the ILO standards. In the field of working time, it underpins a claim that if working time laws embody rights that are fundamental in nature, these instruments should also be universal in reach.

Applying the universality principle to the intersection of these fields inevitably rules out the exclusionary model. Further implications can be suggested, however, for the scope and content of domestic work laws. Three examples can be highlighted.
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First, dependent workers should be entitled to protection irrespective of their contractual arrangements or the configuration of their working relationships. This observation is of particular relevance to domestic workers supplied to private households by third parties, a substantial segment of the domestic workforce in many countries.\textsuperscript{55} Second, since domestic work is fuelled by the mobility of workers through temporary and permanent migration - both internal and international - the universality principle urges focused regulatory attention on the needs of migrant workers.\textsuperscript{56} Third, novel incentives for implementation are crucial in working relations that are informal, in the sense of existing beyond the \textit{de facto} reach of labour regulation.

\textit{C. The Unity of Labour Law Regimes}

The third principle is articulated to address the complex interrelationship of particular and universal regulatory frameworks that has been generated by two decades of specific regulation of non-standard work. Its concern is the coherence of regulatory frameworks, and its prescription a recognition of the unity of labour law regimes. The unity principle holds that systems of regulation are most convincingly conceptualised as an integrated whole.\textsuperscript{57} In this article the principle, and attendant holistic analysis of regulatory schema, are applied to working time law. Regulatory reform on domestic work, the unity principle is taken to suggest, must be pursued in an awareness of its repercussions for the evolution of the corpus of working time laws, and in particular with a concern that domestic work laws do not undermine the level of protection available under ‘mainstream’ working time frameworks. This demand has profound implications for regulatory frameworks on domestic work, which are returned to in Section 4.

\textit{D. Work/Family Reconciliation for Domestic Workers}

Crucial research efforts have exposed the gendered complexion of conventional models of labour regulation. This work has addressed the role of legal regulation in shaping family life including, centrally, by tracing the repercussions of the male breadwinner/female caregiver model that conventional regulatory frameworks embody.\textsuperscript{58} The insights of this work/family analysis advance the understanding of the temporal dimensions of domestic work. At the conceptual level, this analysis reveals the working hours characteristic of domestic work, outlined in Section 2, to be of the kind likely to inhibit family life. Long daily and weekly hours hinder domestic workers in sustaining meaningful family and private lives. Across more extensive time-frames, migrant domestic workers are for substantial periods prevented from directing their caring labour towards their own families. The family lives of domestic workers are also threatened by the unpredictability of their hours; as in other occupations, where it is impossible for domestic workers to predict when they will be relieved of paid work, the quality of their “free time” is inevitably undermined.
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The growth in domestic work, further, can be attributed in part to a failure on the part of policy actors to ensure, including through the legal regulation of working time, that parents have adequate time to devote to their family lives. A key challenge for the regulation of domestic work is that it disrupts outsourcing-based care policies by requiring a third party to be accommodated within the care equation. In particular, a pervasive assumption that the employer is the sole subject of work/family policies has prevented domestic workers from being fully integrated into these models as autonomous actors equally entitled to working time protections. This work/family analysis offers a crucial rationale for legal intervention in the working hours of domestic workers: to ensure that the private and family lives of domestic workers are not jeopardised by the drive to sustain the family life of the dominant party to the wage-work bargain.

This principle of work/family reconciliation for domestic workers also points to recent advances in working time law that can be integrated into the project of domestic work regulation. Efforts to shape working time regulation to work/family objectives have co-opted conventional regulatory mechanisms (hours limits, minimum rest periods, unsocial hours designations etc.). They have also prompted innovative techniques, in the shape of a range of forms of family leave, emergency time-off rights and entitlements for individual workers to influence the duration and scheduling of their working hours. The potential of these techniques for domestic work regulation is illustrated in the Framed Flexibility Model outlined in Section 4 below.

E. Standardisation

The burgeoning literature on precarious work can also be employed to illuminate the contours of working time in domestic work. Much domestic service can be characterised as precarious in the sense that this concept has been elaborated in the literature, as “work involving limited social benefits and statutory entitlements, job insecurity, low wages, and high risks of ill-health.” Most pertinently, elaborations of the working time elements of precariousness hone in on features that characterise domestic work: hours that are excessively short or long, irregular in number or timing, or scheduled during unsocial periods. Within such an analysis, it is crucial to isolate, as a driver of precariousness, domestic work’s divergence from the “Standard Employment Relationship” (SER).
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multiple axes, most obviously in its location, but also in its temporalities, in an often striking contrast with the 9-5/Monday-Friday work-week.

The extent to which domestic work deviates from this paradigm has shaped its legal treatment under the exclusionary model. Yet the working time dimension of the SER also holds promise for the regulation of domestic work. Reformulated, it can sketch the standardisation that is required to regulate this un-regulated arena, offering a vision of the standard work-week that, in a refashioned form, is central to the regulation of domestic work. The principle of standardisation, then, demands that the cardinal benefits of the standard model (certainty, regularity, the preservation of social and community time) should be preserved in the regulatory frameworks devised for domestic work.

**F. Regulated Flexibility and ‘Working Time Capability’**

Certain forms of domestic work, in particular those that involve elements of personal care, must inevitably escape the strictures of standardised working time, at least periodically. Yet the temporal practices of domestic work can be recast as uninhibited employer-oriented flexibility, while the principle of work/family reconciliation for domestic workers suggests temporal flexibility in aid of the subordinate party. The challenge for the regulation of domestic work, then, is to ensure compatible flexibilities: the employer’s need for the presence of domestic workers in urgent circumstances and the worker’s capacity to address unexpected elements of her family life and other responsibilities. This article suggests that a solution can be derived from two intersecting strands of the working time literature. First, Bosch’s ‘flexible SER’ model, in its call to flexibilize the standard form, where necessary, while retaining its protective elements. Secondly, Sen’s notion of capabilities, as it has been developed in the field of working time, to support the capacity of individual workers to influence their working hours. These theoretical models animate the ‘Framed Flexibility’ approach outlined in Section 4.

**G. The Optimal Interaction of Regulatory Techniques**

The regulation of working time is subsumed within broader debates about the modes of regulation best suited to contemporary labour markets. Most relevant for present purposes, this literature implies a careful calibration of regulatory techniques to embrace an optimum balance between labour law’s core regulatory methodologies, of
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legislated and collectively-bargained norms. In this Section, it drives a pair of related propositions: that the regulation of domestic work should be pursued primarily through statutory mechanisms, and that these mechanisms should embody a considerable degree of detailed regulatory guidance.

Statutory standards are favoured because collective bargaining is strikingly ill-developed in domestic work. It is implausible that collective mechanisms harbour the capacity effectively to regulate the domestic workforce, even in the most highly regulated regimes. Given the limited capacity of the collective partners to negotiate effective norms, then, the role of statute must inevitably become more pronounced.

The preference for detailed statutory standards is derived from kindred labour market phenomena: the growth of precarious work and the renewed aspiration to protect workers in the informal economies of developing countries. These phenomena render the identity of the legal subject more compelling than during the reign of the SER. Destandardised, fragmented and impoverished workforces, that is to suggest, require that a precisely elaborated image of the protected worker be envisaged to underpin regulatory frameworks. Further, this archetypal legal subject should approximate the most vulnerable workers in a given regulatory sphere. It is less frequently suggested, however, that the effective regulation of these neglected facets of the global labour market implies an upward trajectory in the articulation of norms across regulatory strata. The contention of this article is that statutory standards should incorporate a substantial level of detail, at least as a default. Legislation, in this scenario, becomes a blueprint for workplace practice, serving both workers and hirers who cannot be expected to be familiar with the intricacies of constrained working time schedules. This model, then, conspicuously diverges from the modern history of European working time laws, which has been characterised by the devolution of regulatory frameworks towards the sectoral-, industry- and enterprise-levels.

These assertions about the pre-eminence and elaboration of statutory norms, however, do not neglect the merits of collective bargaining as a form of regulation. Statutory norms are most effective in the embrace of collectively regulated regimes, and the forms of individualisation that can support work/family reconciliation are best articulated through this highly responsive mode of regulation. It is therefore suggested that the possibly finite political will to regulate domestic work should be seized as an opportunity to promote collective negotiation in the casualised labour force. Standardised working time patterns, in themselves, can help to sustain collective organisation, by limiting working hours and preserving collective time. Yet a more proactive role for statute would be to build mechanisms of collective voice. These objectives are reflected in the Framed Flexibility Model.

H. Innovative Regulation: Dynamic and Responsive Regimes
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The responses to the manifold challenges highlighted throughout this Section are only beginning to be mapped, rendering the design of legal frameworks on domestic work necessarily complex and uncertain. The principle of innovative regulation responds to this uncertainty, by suggesting that a degree of experimentation is inevitable in designing legal frameworks on domestic work, including those on working time. The complexity of governing domestic work suggests that any regulatory settlement should be dynamic, in the sense of integrating processes of empirical testing and incremental reform. The ideal can be speculated to be an iterative process, in which the influence of regulatory regimes is periodically evaluated and tailored reforms introduced.\textsuperscript{73} This strategy would entail the recurrent investigation of processes of implementation, with the object of determining regulatory good practice in a systematic manner. Such an approach would be in line with insights from the legal literature on the effectiveness of regulatory models in the informal economies of developing countries, which offers experimentation coupled with empirical evaluation as a response to regulatory uncertainties.\textsuperscript{74}

4. The ‘Framed Flexibility’ Model

It is apparent that devising models for the regulation of working time in domestic work is a task as urgent as it is complex. Further, this demand is not satisfactorily served by the existing legal frameworks on either working time or domestic work. As an illustration, the recent ILO Domestic Workers standards treat working time scantily, despite the anxiety about domestic workers’ hours that pervaded the preceding debates among the ILO constituents.\textsuperscript{75} Even the traditional vehicle for conveying regulatory technique to domestic policy-makers, the non-binding Recommendation, foregoes the detail of regulatory design.\textsuperscript{76} There is therefore an urgent need to conjecture on the structure and detail of regulatory models on working time in domestic work. The research project that underpins this article has responded to this challenge.\textsuperscript{77}

This Section proposes a basis upon which working time in domestic work can be regulated consistently with the principles outlined in Section 3. To this end, instructive transnational and national standards were identified and consulted. These include the transnational working time instrument of the industrialised economies, the EU Working Time Directive\textsuperscript{78}; the most advanced developing world standards on domestic work, the South African Sectoral Determination \textsuperscript{79} and Uruguayan Act No 18.065 on domestic work;\textsuperscript{80} the international instruments on working time;\textsuperscript{81} and the central modern statement on international working time law by the ILO’s Committee.
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of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR), the 2005 General Survey. Finally, in line with the contention advanced throughout this article that domestic work should be situated on the continuum of care work, regulatory regimes from the caring professions were consulted.

Elements of these models have been selected, and adapted as needed, to build a cohesive regulatory framework on working time in domestic work, characterised as a ‘Framed Flexibility Model.’ The Framed Flexibility Model is not proposed as a universal model, to be applied without modification. Instead, it is tendered as a resource for the design of measures at a range of regulatory levels, and in diverse national settings. To illustrate how these principles might be translated into a concrete regulatory framework, a Model Law on Working Time in Domestic Work has been designed.

The Framed Flexibility Model rests on two intertwined assumptions about the objectives of working time regulation in domestic work. First, the task of legal regulation is to ensure that the normative aspects of standard working time – maximum daily and weekly hours, minimum rest periods, paid annual leave, and so on - are protected. Second, the role of working time regimes is properly to conceive of, and regulate, flexibility in working hours. Based on these twin tenets, the Framed Flexibility Model permits the calibration of standardised working time norms with a degree of flexibility in favour of both employers and workers. To this end, the Model is composed of three parallel sets of standards: a framework of hours limits and rest periods (the ‘Framing Standards’); a set of ‘flexibility’ norms (the ‘Temporal Flexibility Standards’); and a set of procedural requirements that are tailored towards ensuring that the substantive standards exercise a decisive influence on the actual practices of working life (the ‘Effective Regulation Standards’).

The Framed Flexibility Model is tailored to the properties of domestic work. It is intended, however, to be serviceable across a broader range of casualised work-forms that exist beyond the (de jure or de facto) reach of formal regulation. It is the first model of working time regulation that has been fashioned to prompt and sustain the embrace of labour forces unregulated by formal norms. The Model is designed to formalize the temporal dimension of domestic work through a regulatory framework that is both attuned to the existing practices of informal labour and embodies incentives towards regulation. It therefore offers a working time dimension to integrate into those facets of formalization strategies that recognise and protect domestic workers and that extend to these workers the rights and benefits of formal employment.
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those in the informal economy who are waged workers. This cohort of the informal workforce is frequently overlooked in the informality debates, which tend to centre on the self-employed. Yet waged work accounts for a substantial proportion of informal working relations in many low-income countries and is an obvious entry-point for legal regulation of informal working relations. With modifications, then, the regulatory strategies suggested in this Section are expected to be of relevance beyond household employment to a range of informal and casualised working relations.

A. The Framing Standards: the Refashioned SER

The function of the Framing Standards is to ensure the flexibility necessary for domestic work while constraining working hours in ways protective of the worker. In line with Bosch’s concept of the ‘flexible SER,’ this dimension of the Framed Flexibility Model retains the elements of standardised working time that are of enduring value. In consequence, certain of the Framing Standards appear in the vast majority of statutory working time regimes. Others, however, are more novel, and intended to refashion the SER to fit profoundly casualised work.

The Framing Standards apply to domestic work the central insight of working time laws: that the span over which a labour process is performed is not an acceptable measure of the working hours of those engaged in that process. Instead, decent work requires limits on the availability of the regulated worker’s labour that are sufficient to preserve health, well-being and family life. The central innovation of the Framing Standards, in this regard, is an explicit regulatory recognition of the time/wage nexus. The Standards require domestic workers to be remunerated at a level that can sustain a decent standard of living without recourse to excessive working hours. To effect that overarching principle, the Model Law on Working Time in Domestic Work requires, with some exceptions, normal working time of 8 hours a day and 40 hours a week.

The requirements on daily rest periods allow these hours limits to accommodate the idiosyncrasies of work organization in domestic work. Domestic staff, particularly in households that hire only one worker, are often required to be available over an extensive daily span of hours. Many are required to prepare both breakfast and dinner, and can therefore reasonably be assumed to work across the hours from 06:00 to 19:00. The daily rest period in the Model Law is calibrated so that it does not unnecessarily constrain this span of hours: a minimum of 11 hours has been selected. A weekly day of rest and three weeks’ annual leave are also specified, as are additional entitlements to public holidays and paid sick leave.

‘Decent Work for Domestic Workers: Reflections on Recent Approaches to Tackle Informality’ (2011) 23 Canadian Journal of Women and the Law 185-211.
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The Framing Standards’ treatment of overtime hours diverges from conventional modes of working time regulation. Drawing on a work/family analysis of working time law, it is grounded in a significant assumption: that in domestic work, rules on overtime should ensure there is as little recourse to overtime as possible, rather than merely constraining overtime hours. This stance is justified by the health and work/life implications of regular work beyond normal hours. The technical innovation is that notice periods are configured as a central feature of overtime regulation. The Model Law entitles the worker to notice of a requirement to work overtime, and a right to refuse to do so that can be displaced only by an urgent and essential need for his or her services.95 More orthodoxy, overtime work is constrained by a 48 hour maximum on weekly hours96 and attracts remuneration at a premium of at least 50%.97

Finally, the Framing Standards contain a more detailed treatment of working time schedules than usual in statutory regimes.98 This dimension is central to the broader purpose of the Framed Flexibility Model, of preventing and allaying casualised working relations. First, unlike conventional regulatory strategies on working time, which centre almost exclusively on long hours, the Framing Standards configure short hours as problematic. The Model Law requires excessively short periods of engagement to be avoided where possible.99 Domestic workers are also entitled to compensation when they report for work to find that they are expected to work for less than two hours.100

To allay fragmentation, the Framing Standards target the intersection of hiring strategy and hours scheduling from which casualised labour emerges. To ensure that domestic workers are certain of their schedules in advance, and are not prone to fluctuating incomes, the Standards prohibit the hiring of domestic workers on an ‘as and when required’ (casual or ‘zero hours’) basis.101 Other provisions attempt to construct the SER from the fragmented daily schedules of domestic work. This aim is pursued through a novel regulatory technique: a system of incentives to arrange working hours continuously. The Framing Standards specify outer boundaries on the working day. The Model Law identifies a ‘span’ of nine hours over which daily hours can be scheduled. Workers whose hours are scheduled beyond this nine-hour span are subject to a normal day of seven hours (although they can elect to work eight-hour days and be compensated by additional annual leave).102 The span is subject to an absolute limit of 13 hours.103

B. The Temporal Flexibility Standards: Working Time as ‘Time Out of Life’
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The Temporal Flexibility Standards operate, primarily within the constraints of the Framing Standards, to structure the unpredictable requirements that are inherent in most domestic work occupations. This facet of the Framed Flexibility Model embraces norms that are intended to provide for two exigencies: the employer’s need for the emergency presence of the worker, and the worker’s need for time to devote to elements of his or her life beyond waged labour. Both dimensions are examined in the following sections.

(i) On-call work: countering ‘productivity regulation’

As observed in Section 2, it is in the nature of domestic work that employees may be called upon at short-notice to perform tasks for which it is difficult, or even impossible, to plan in advance. It was also noted that ‘on-call’ periods are frequently relied on to secure this work. On-call periods, then, ensure the flexibility necessary to respond to unpredictable demands. Yet, they risk exposing workers to long periods of labour, or availability for labour.

How to govern such on-call periods is among the pressing questions for domestic work regulation. The legal conceptualisation of these periods is ill-developed. More than a decade ago, Supiot singled out on-call time as a ‘third kind of time’ - neither self-evidently working hours nor rest - and observed that the regimes to govern them had yet to be designed. Attempts have since been made to conceptualise on-call work, whether through the interpretive mandate of the courts or novel legislative drafting. The most influential approach can be characterised as the ‘productivity regulation’ model. This model precludes periods designated as unproductive from legal conceptions of working time, and therefore from the parameters of regulated work. This model has been injected into legal discourses on working time by a regulatory technique that bifurcates working hours into periods characterised as either ‘active’ or ‘inactive.’ ‘Inactive’ hours are devoted solely to remaining available to perform the primary tasks of a job, and are separately classified to permit reduced working time and wage entitlements during these periods.

This activity/inactivity schema has been most prominent in the ongoing efforts to reform the EU Working Time Directive, in which it was proposed to permit extended hours in jobs that involve substantial periods of ‘inactivity.’ The bifurcation strategy remains in circulation among the regulatory models generated by the formalisation of domestic work. Most significantly, the pioneering 1999 French collective agreement, the Convention collective nationale des salariés du particulier employeur adopts this distinction to remunerate ‘inactive’ hours at a lower rate. Most recently, the bifurcation strategy has implicitly been endorsed at the international level in the ILO’s Domestic Workers Convention. By mandating that on-
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call (‘standby’) periods are to be regarded as hours of work only ‘to the extent determined’ at national level, the Convention leaves domestic policy-makers unconstrained in selecting bifurcation as a regulatory strategy.

The activity/inactivity model infringes a number of the principles that were enunciated in Section 3. It implicitly characterises on-call hours as amenable to regulation only when they are viewed as fully productive, and thereby sanctions long and variable hours and reduced wages. It undermines the universality principle, threatening the coherence of working time law through the downgrading effects of fragmentary regulation. It also mitigates against the work/family account of working time regulation, by harbouring an implicit assumption about the role of working hours limits: that they are mandated exclusively to account for the arduousness of labour, rather than to constrain periods that workers spend away from their families or from other dimensions of their lives.

There is a further, more far-reaching, risk of the productivity regulation model, however, which has so far been overlooked in the scholarly and policy literatures: that it has the capacity to stimulate casualised forms of labour. By enshrining and disseminating a fragmented conception of working time, the model can be deployed to prompt what may be termed ‘legalised casualisation.’ It cannot be assumed, that the regulatory strategy of distinguishing active and inactive time will remain confined to occupations that skirt the binary divide between working time and rest. Instead, the bifurcated notion of working time is now available to deploy in broader contexts; to permit the carving out of ‘inactive’ periods from the parameters of regulated work across labour markets as a whole.

If more widely adopted as a regulatory classification, the notion of inactive time would be available to integrate into proliferating efforts to drain ‘slack time’ from the working day. At the conceptual level, it is possible for a range of time-periods to be designated as ‘inactive’; there is no convincing reason that this concept be paired exclusively with the structured and distinct episodes of on-call work generated by work organization in the health sector. Workers being required to ‘clock off’ during what would otherwise be classified as rest breaks, or even standard elements of working time, is already anecdotally reported in rapidly casualising segments of the labour markets of the industrialized world.

The bifurcation of working hours in the productivity regulation model contrasts with the unitary conception of working time that is offered by conventional working time laws. Most prominently, the ILO standards embody a conception of ‘hours of work’ that embraces both activity and availability: “time during which the persons employed are at the disposal of the employer.” Further, this formula has been interpreted by the CEACR to embrace periods during which workers are under a duty
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to “be at the disposal of the employer until work is assigned.” Sophisticated regulatory models have also been designed to govern the caring professions and specifically for domestic work, most prominently in the South African Sectoral Determination No. 7. Such approaches recognise the need for unscheduled work, while simultaneously protecting workers through hours limits, notice periods and pay premia.

Inspired by these instruments, the Framed Flexibility Model rejects the distinction between ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ time. The Temporal Flexibility Standards posit a contrasting duality: between ‘internal’ and ‘external’ on-call periods. This schema picks up on, and elaborates, a distinction predicted by Supiot and enunciated by the CJEU, initially in SIMAP. Workers engaged in internal on-call work are those required to remain at a place elected by the employer; in the external form, workers are on-call at a location of their choice.

The Model Law on Working Time in Domestic Work extends specific protections to workers during internal on-call periods: they are entitled, for example, to access to a secure, private room. The acute vulnerabilities of ‘live-in’ domestic workers are also separately recognised, by clarifying that all their periods of on-call duty are to be classified as internal. The Temporal Flexibility Standards also aspire to a degree of certainty for domestic workers on the scheduling of on-call work, of both kinds, including by requiring seven days’ notice of each on-call period. Given that on-call periods represent a significant restriction of workers’ autonomy, the Standards also assume that legal regulation should limit the circumstances in which such demands may be made. Call-outs are permitted only where there is an urgent and essential need for the domestic worker’s services. Most fundamentally, and in calculated contrast to the productivity regulation model, internal on-call periods count as working time for all purposes, including pay. ‘External’ on-call work escapes the definition of working time unless the domestic worker is subject to a degree of obligation comparable to internal on-call periods. Instead, external periods are regulated through the imposition of hours limits, minimum rest periods, and a compensation requirement.

(ii) Temporal autonomy for domestic workers

The second dimension of the Temporal Flexibility Standards deploys the concept of working time capability, referred to in Section 3.F, with the intent of extending to
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domestic workers the capacity to adjust their working hours. The objective is to recognise that many women engage in domestic work (and in other facets of the informal economy) because the working time arrangements that can accommodate their family responsibilities are unavailable in the formal economy. The Temporal Flexibility Standards are designed to integrate such worker-beneficial temporalities.

In this regard, the Standards are inspired by one of the most compelling recent trends in working time regulation. They echo a regulatory strategy that has its origins in the bargained frameworks of the Netherlands and Germany and was subsequently exported, in legislative form, to regimes that include Australia, New Zealand and the UK. The Standards extend to domestic workers two central entitlements. The first is an obligation on the employer to notify the worker of planned changes to her working time arrangements and to take account of her preferences. Second, domestic workers are entitled to request adjustments to either the duration or arrangement of their hours. In line with the continental European models - rather than the less onerous Anglo-Saxon variants - such requests must be granted unless they conflict with an essential need for the domestic worker’s services. Various supports are provided: that the employer provide a written response, for example, and that the worker be protected from discrimination for having made a request. The Model Law imposes a more forceful obligation in response to adjustment requests that are based on particularly compelling grounds of caring for a young child or disabled or sick family member. Domestic workers are also aided in responding to more unpredictable or urgent family needs, in this case through mandated leave periods.

C. The Effective Regulation Standards: Experimentation as a Response to Regulatory Uncertainty

The principle of innovative regulation, outlined in Section 3.H, suggested regulatory regimes that embrace experimentation, periodic review and reform. The Effective Regulation Standards seek to impel this approach through mandatory requirements on
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record-keeping, regular evaluation, and a complex calibration of statutory and collective modes of regulation.

Accurate records on working hours are an essential support to the iterative processes of experimentation and assessment demanded by the innovative regulation principle. Their role is particularly acute under the modes of working time flexibility foreseen by the Temporal Flexibility norms. Yet, the merits and feasibility of tracking domestic workers’ actual hours have emerged as prominent conceptual and practical obstacles to working time regulation. Aversion to record-keeping is associated with a perception of domestic work as wholly ‘private’ in nature. Objections to regulation are frequently ancillary to a belief that the private household is an illegitimate object of state oversight. This contention, however, is easily rebutted. Private households are subject to a range of tax-, financial- and property-related obligations that require the household to account to state agencies. The Model Law requires a written Working Time Agreement (WTA) be concluded between domestic worker and employer at the outset of their relationship, which sets out the central components of the worker’s hours, and identifies a minima of information required in subsequent record-keeping. To underscore the centrality of documentation, the failure to keep records or to provide them when requested are designated as offences.

The second function of the Effective Regulation Standards responds to the imperative of periodic evaluation and reform. The Standards institute a process of regular consultation between governments and representative organisations of domestic workers and employers on methods of monitoring working hours and on implementation and enforcement of the legal framework. In particular, the influence of legislative measures is to be evaluated at least once in each five-year period, and reforms introduced if needed.

Finally, in conjunction with these devoted standards, there is an effective regulation dimension that operates across the Framed Flexibility Model as a whole. The principle of the optimal interaction of regulatory techniques, elaborated in Section 3.G, recognises collective labour organisation as the most reliable means of ensuring widespread compliance with protective legislation. Yet the collective organisation of domestic workers cannot be founded on the Fordist/standard worker organising model. Most significantly, even in settings in which unionisation is otherwise widespread, it may not be possible to identify an employers’ association with the capacity to bargain over the terms and conditions of domestic work. Such deficiencies, it was suggested in Section 3.G, imply that the regulation of domestic work should be configured as an opportunity to promote collective regulation of formalising labour forces. To this end, it can be suggested that legislative modes of
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regulation should be designed to offer an incentive to construct collective bargaining structures.

European instruments, including the Working Time\textsuperscript{147} and Information and Consultation\textsuperscript{148} Directives, offer a model of statutory prescriptions as a default: governing only when not displaced by bargained (or otherwise agreed) alternatives. This default model is adopted - with adjustments - in the Framed Flexibility Model, to permit standards to be modified by collective agreements. Thus hours-averaging schemes can be negotiated that permit workers to exceed daily or weekly hours limits in certain circumstances. Such schemes allow firms to address unpredictable demands without resort to overtime work.\textsuperscript{149} The EU default models have been criticised for their failure adequately to constrain bargained outcomes.\textsuperscript{150} The Model Law sidesteps this constraint in two ways. First, it requires comparable levels of protection for those subject to bargained norms.\textsuperscript{151} Second, it incorporates a degree of individual choice. The agreement of the domestic worker is needed, for instance, to swap overtime premia for compensatory rest.\textsuperscript{152}

5. Conclusion: Towards Reconstructive Labour Law

This article has responded to the urgent need to conceptualise the role and potential of legal regulation in shaping informal and casualised work. To this end, it has addressed the intersection of a key home of informal labour relations - domestic work - and the problematic regulatory sub-field of working time. The article elaborated a conceptual framework for the regulation of working time in this arena. This Framed Flexibility Model is grounded in a contention that the regulation of domestic work, in its temporal dimension, should be shaped by the insights of modern working time scholarship. The article has configured domestic work regulation as both central to the future of working time law and a site for experimentation with legal strategies for the formalisation of wage-work relations.

To conclude, a number of suggestions can be made of broader relevance to labour law’s engagement with informal and precarious work. First, it can be suggested that regulatory frameworks should host devoted mechanisms to allay fragmentation of working relations. This article has conceptualised casualisation as stemming from work schedules, as well as contractual status, and has contended that working time laws are fundamental to the governance of casualised work-forms. In this regard, the article points to a novel - reconstructive - role for labour law, in which a central objective of regulatory intervention is to build coherent and protected working relationships from intermittent episodes of economic exchange. Equally, labour laws should be designed to respect, where appropriate, the existing rhythms and practices
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of informal working relations, in particular by recognising their deeply rooted connections to unwaged domestic labour.

In the Framed Flexibility Model, the reconstructive strategy is centred in the treatment of hours scheduling, on-call work and employer- and worker-oriented flexibility. It can be contended, however, that other dimensions of labour law frameworks should extend incentives for employers to organise secure working relationships, including over the longer term. These frameworks, further, could mirror the Effective Regulation Standards by providing incentives for the construction of collective bargaining structures. In effect, the Framed Flexibility Model calls for a renewal of working time law, in which this regulatory sub-field is reconfigured from its paradigmatic role in advanced industrialised economies - setting the boundaries of otherwise sustained, predictable and reciprocal employment relations - and is tied to regulatory objectives more attuned to the fragmented labour markets of both North and South. More broadly, reconstructive labour law promises to refashion the field to respond to the needs of both low-income countries and of rapidly casualising labour markets in the advanced industrialised economies.